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India is the largest country of internet users nowadays. Internet offers various features in term of
knowledge, information and usages to the users. In spite of the high literacy rate in India and
increasing daily, there is used gap between the people those access the internet and know the
latest technologies and those are not accessing the internet and latest technologies. Those people
using the internet are aware of all latest technologies and can take the benefit of all these latest
trends. While those people are away from internet can never take the benefit of internet and its
features.

A major important feature on internet is to use in the business. Lots of the industry in this modern
era is completely depends upon the internet and its usage. A person can earn money by internet
and with his skills and knowledge. Here is two type of business by which you can earn money, first
is with investment of a high amount of money and another is without investment.

There are various ways available to earn money online in India without investment. First is the
Google AdSense, here create a blog or website and promote it on internet. When someone clicks
on the Google AdSense ads running on your blog or website, you will earn a specific amount but
your earning is restricted to the number of clicks on your website or blog.

Second most preferred option is to join the Service Uncle, earn money program. Service Uncle
offers nil investment business option. Here you can join a b2b marketing portal, to earn money
online. Become the booking agent of Service Uncle, by filling a simple joining form. After that you
will earn 10% sure commission of your sales. Amount is directly transferred into your Indian bank
account. A booking agent can sell the premium business listing of Service Uncle to the service
providers. Listing options for service providers are platinum, gold, silver, bronze and free. On the
every business listing, booking agent will earn 10% commission of the sale.

Apart from booking agent, few other business partnerships offers also available with Service Uncle
as sales associate with 20% commission on sale and business associate with 30% commission on
sale and other extra earning in these partnership options.

Service Uncle is Australian based b2b marketing portal for service providers in India. Service Uncle
is essential directory for service provider to get listed because; Service Uncle is b2b marketplace
only for service providers.

Are you looking for how to earn money online? Service Uncle is the best place to earn money with
simple partnership programs. Various paid and free advertisement listings are available for service
providers. 
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simple partnership programs. Various paid and a free advertisement listings are available for service
providers.
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